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Germany does better

1) Germany does better ... since 2006

1. Growth is higher in Germany 



Germany does better

2. Unemployment is lower and it has decreased



Germany does better

3. The public debt and budget deficit are lower & have decreased

… since 2008



Germany does better

Since 2005: implementation of the Hartz reform 
(2003-2005) by G. Schroeder

Main measures: 

Hartz II, 2003: ‘Mini-jobs’ with lower tax and social insurance 
payments. 

Hartz IV, 2005: Hartz IV, 2005: 

® Decrease in the duration and amount of unemployment 
compensation.

® Commitment to accept any job even if this does not correspond 
to the skill level.

® When these are low-paid mini-jobs, the recipient can combine 
unemployment compensations with the income from her/his job 
until a certain level.   



Germany does better

• è Lower public expenditure for unemployment 

compensation and social assistance

• è Less generous State subsidies for the • è Less generous State subsidies for the 

unemployed

• è Strong incentive to search for and accept 

vacant jobs



Germany does better

è The huge improvement of the German
economic situation from 2006 followed the
implementation of the Hartz Reforms in 2003-
2005.2005.

® The ‘Standard explanation’



The ‘standard’ explanation

2) The ‘standard’ explanation

The LWE (Labour market reform + Wage + Exports) scenario

But:

This story is at odds with the sequence of observed facts...



Facts

3) The facts

1. The increase in exports began before the labour market reforms



Facts

The higher the X/M ratio, the higher the Trade surplus

Improvement: 2000-2005; From 2005: lower surplus



Facts

The proposed explanation:

Based on the large offshoring of low-skilled and 
medium skilled stages of production implemented
by German firms from the mid 1990s.

Offshoring ® Higher competitivity, higherOffshoring ® Higher competitivity, higher
exports and growing unemployment

Response of the Goverment = Hartz Reform

® Lower unemployment through the increase of 
non-tradable services + Inequality .



Facts

2. A large outsourcing (offshoring) of the unskilled-intensive 
stages of production in manufacturing (particularly from the 
CEECs) since the mid 1990s.

1995

2008



Facts



Facts

3. Outsourcing has come with growing unemployment

4. The Labour market reforms were implemented in 
2003-2005, as a response to unemployment.



Facts

5. The Hartz reforms have created a large amount of jobs and 
mini-jobs in the non-tradable services, with an increase in 
inequality and in the number of working poor.  



Facts
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‘outsourcing ® unemployment ® labour market reform’ scenario

4) The ‘outsourcing - unemployment - labour market reform’ 
scenario and its outcomes

1) 

Higher 
competitiveness 

Higher Exports 
+ 

Offshoring of the 
unskilled-intensive 

stages of production 

competitiveness 

Unemployment of the unskilled 

    Growth ? 
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‘outsourcing ® unemployment ® labour market reform’ scenario

 

Unemployment of the unskilled 
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2)

Hartz Reform  Wage moderation 
    Development of 
non-tradable services    Higher Growth 

 Lower Unemployment 

+ 



outsourcing ® unemployment ® labour market reform’ scenario
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3)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Budget policy less restrictive than in other Eurozone countries 

  Higher Growth 



Is this strategy applicable

5) Is this strategy applicable to other 
Eurozone countries?

Yes, but ...

1. Its impact is less powerful when it is implemented in 
all countries

2. It will result in higher inequality and higher poverty, 
particularly in countries with a rather high proportion of 
unskilled workers.

3. In the longer term, higher inequality and more poverty 
could prevent education and skill upgrading, which are 
the only remedies for unemployment in the longer term. 



Is this strategy applicable

4. Germany will anyway benefit from the premium due 
to the facts that it was the first to outsource (the sunk 
cost have already been paid): the first country that set 
this strategy wins more!

5. The CEECs are particularly beneficial for 
Germany, and it could be difficult to find the Germany, and it could be difficult to find the 
equivalent for other EU countries.

6. In the long term, the labour cost in the CEECs 
could increase as it has happened for Southern 
Europe, and this will jeopardise the ‘outsourcing’ 
strategy.



Conclusion

6) Is another strategy possible?

Yes...

è In the longer term, it is education and training, but 
this typically takes time and it could be counteracted by this typically takes time and it could be counteracted by 
the short-term strategy.  

è In the short run, the goal is to develop non-tradable 
services ... But there are other ways to lower the cost of 
non-tradable than the decrease in wages.  



Growth rates by decade


